Westfield Nursery School
End of Year Child Questionnaire 2020-2021 Results
At the end of each year we seek children’s views about our practice to review and improve what we do.
54 questionnaires returned (1 response = 2%)
Yes
Most of
Some of
No
No
Other
the time
the time
response
(Please write a comment)
50 93%
3 6%
1 2%
-I like Nursery
1. I enjoy Nursery
2. Grown-ups help me

48 89%

4 7%

3. Grown-ups listen to me

48 89%

2 4%

4. I have friends at
Nursery

51 94%

2 4%

5. I am helped to share
and take turns
6. I feel safe at Nursery

46 85%

5 9%

53 98%

1 2%

7. I try new things

47 87%

4 7%

2 4%

1 2%

3 6%

1 2%

1 2%

2 4%

-And teach me a lot especially English which is
important
-Needing help, yes
-Yes (likes conversation)
-If he asks for help socially the teachers are quickly at
hand to support
-I will me my friends, especially those which don’t go
with me to Reception
-(Listed names)
-Playing and sharing
-Yes

2 4%

1 2%

-Playing and making things

Where do you like to play? What do you like to play with?
-I like to play in the big playground with my classmates. I like to play on the slide and to run with my friends. I like to draw and sing.
-I like playing outside and in Bumble Bees class. I like playing with cars and blocks. I like playing tag.
-On the pink scooter in the garden.
-The bikes around the red road.
-In the dinosaur pit area. I like to play with trucks.
-On the bikes and the slide.
-In the garden. I like to play with fire engines.
-I like to play with train tracks and on the laptop.
-Classroom. Paint with fingers.
-Playground; scooter and car
-Ride a bicycle. Going down the slide.
-In the garden and in the class. I like to play with football.
-Stories (story time, shh, listen)
-Outside, I like to play with the motorbike and scooter, and the seesaw too.
-In the garden
-I like it inside and outside.
-Play in the garden with most of friends.
-Playdough, pasta, water and sand.
-Home corner, reading all the books. I like to play pink and purple pop its with my friend.
-Mud kitchen, campfire and sandpit.
-I like to play outside with bikes and cars and with other children.

-Play in the playground with my friends (named).
-Outside on the bike.
-In the story room. I like to play train tracks.
-I like to play outside, and I like to play with alphabet, numbers, puzzle and water.
-On the bikes and in the painting.
-I like to play on the slide. I like to play in the sand.
-I like everything; the whole Nursery is lovely.
-In the big playground. I like to play with my friends, animals, scooters.
-In the park
-Reading time; play dough, books, indoors and outdoors in the little garden
-Outside in the garden; scooters (named friend)
-Lego/ play dough/ water/ outside/ cars/ books
-Outside in the playground playing ball; running (named friend)
-Football; bear
-In the sand
-I like to play outside with the balls and the slide
-Slide, Unicorns
- Outside with his friends and likes to play with glue
-I like the slide. I like the badgers toy to play with
-I like to play on the big playground, with bikes
-Outside, red scooter
-Outside, the slide, the other slide, Barbies
-I like drawing and I like to play inside and outside. I like playing with the marble run
-Outside, in the castle and the sandpit
-I like to play in the home corner. There is a washing machine to wash pretend clothes, an oven to cook food and two phones; I like the train track and doing
numbers; I like the big sand pit
-Sand
-Inside with my friend (named)
-I like to play in the story room; I like to play with the toy kitchen and doll’s house
-Ball play; on the bikes; colouring in; building blocks, singing songs; learning numbers and counting
-Play dough
-In the garden

What is your favourite memory?
-Every day was special with the activities I like.
-My favourite memory was playing secret agent with my two friends.
-Playing with the playdough.
-Chocolate. Satery the robot.
-My two friends
-Train tracks, cooking, reading and the doll’s house.
-When I could go to the toilet by myself.
-Being star of the day and having my sticker.
-My friend.
-When the teacher said, ‘Oh dear’.
-Dressing as Woody for Superhero day.
-Playing with friends.
-The first days.
-All the babies saying ‘Bye, Bye’ and ‘See you soon.’
-Playing with water

-Trying new foods on International day and seeing all the flags.
-My teacher and my friend made a campfire with me (named).
-When I’m playing with my friends.
-Playing with play dough.
-My teacher (named).
-There is lovely teachers and so many toys.
-My friends/ Grandads.
-Sharing the tablets.
-When I was cooking at Nursery. The best planes that flew super.
-Playing with my friend (named) on the mini seesaw.
-Visiting Bangladesh
-Giving Mummy and daddy a cuddle before I go in; Playing ‘Isn’t it funny how a bear likes honey’ with my friends
-When I first got star of the day
-Running with my friends; singing with my grown ups
-Star of the day, being star of the day is best, also playing play dough and listening to stories
-Sand
-The Easter egg hunt
-Baby dolls
-All his friends
-Playing cars
-My friends (named)
-My birthday
-Marshmallows over the campfire
-Bumblebees class
-Sandpit
-Number games and being star of the day
-With my friend (named) in the kitchen
-Playing cars and garage
-Reading the giraffe book and getting stickers for being good
-Playing with my friend (named)

Favourite Area/ Activity
Outside- 21
Cars/ bikes/ scooters- 13
Friends- 8
Slide- 7
Balls/ football- 4
Classroom-4
Sand- 4
Cars/ vehicles- 3
Running/ tag- 3
Stories/ books- 3
Painting-2
Playdough- 2
Train track- 2
Water- 2
Alphabet- 1
Animals- 1
Bears- 1
Blocks- 1
Dinosaur pit- 1
Dolls- 1
Drawing-1
Glue-1
Home corner- 1
ICT-1
Mud kitchen- 1
Numbers- 1
Pop its- 1
Puzzles- 1
Pasta- 1
Seesaw- 1
Singing-1
Story room- 1
Unicorns- 1
EVERYTHING- 1

